
Sabotage Drive 

Our latest Artist Series style circuit we present is the Sabotage based on a familiar circuit and rig but with a few tweaks. 

Controls are Gain, Presence, and Volume for different amounts of crunch and volume as you would expect from a 

Laney™ style rig and perhaps most importantly for tone shaping is the inclusion of the Range knob that provides an 

amazing diversity in tone. The Range control is variable to match whatever range tone you seek (Classic Treble Boost, 

Treble w/ Mids, Full Range w/ Tight Bottom or Full Range Heavy Lows) making this pedal more than a one trick pony. 

Sabbath tones achieved at any volume or adjust the Range, Gain and Presence knobs for many other classic tones. 

 

 
 

 

Board Dimensions (W x H) 1.95” x 1.95 

Board and Schematic designed by Bruce R. 

 

 

R1 220k  R15 470k  C1 4n7  C15 22n 

R2 68k  R16 1M  C2 68n  C16 22n 

R3 10k  R17 1M  C3 47p  C17 220n 

R4 4k7  R18 1k  C4 100n  C18 10n 

R5 47R  R19 820R  C5 47u    

R6 1M  R20 100k  C6 100n  RANGE C500k 

R7 33k  R21 220k  C7 2u2  VOL B250k 

R8 1M  R22 33k  C8 22u  GAIN B1M 

R9 1M  R23 22k  C9 22n  PRES B10k 

R10 680k  R24 1k  C10 47p    

R11 1k  R25 2M2  C11 2u2  *Q1 *BC550 

R12 1k5  R26 2M2  C12 2u2  Q2 - Q6 2N5485 

R13 47k  R27 4k7  C13 47p  D1 1n4001 

R14 470k  R28 1k8  C14 22n  D2 LED 

 

• Q1 you may use either MPSA18 or BC550. Either transistor works equally well. If using BC550 follow the board 

silkscreen for orientation. If using MPSA18 simply reverse the orientation compared to the board silkscreen. 



Build Notes: 

We used this circuit on a clean channel tube amp with excellent results. We also experimented using a setting on the 

verge of clipping also with excellent results. We found during testing than an MPSA18 yielded the best results matching 

a Rangemaster specifically when testing that stage only. If you wish to try different transistors, be very careful to Google 

datasheets and match the pinout to the schematic and board. 

 

Note that R5 is a 47R or 47 Ohm resistor as well as R19 being 820R. These are not to be confused with K Ohms. 

 

Socket all transistors so if you make a mistake or mod it is an easy switch and you don’t overheat the transistors and 

finally do not solder the pots to the back of the board till you have test fit and secured them in the enclosure holes. 

Additionally, if you want to test the circuit before finalizing you may tack solder potentiometer leads lightly till satisfied. 

 

Controls: 

Gain – Choose the amount of Gain to suit your Tone. Clean up with guitar volume for soft passages easily. 

Volume – Adjust to your needs which achieves more than unity gain or turn down for bedroom volumes. 

Presence – Adjust this when using different amps or guitars that have more or less high end. 

Range – Range control lets you choose frequency response from treble-only boost to full-range boost 

  

Note: While we show wiring from the top of the boards for clarity we actually prefer to wire from underneath. 

     
  



 

Be sure your In/Out Jack wiring is correct. A Stereo Jack (for battery use only) has a 

RING lug which is used to connect to the battery ground. If you do not intend to use 

a battery there is no need for a Stereo Jack. If using Stereo then only use the Tip and 

Sleeve lugs. S4, S5 & S6 is only needed when the LED is wired to the Main Board. 

 

If using our convenient 3PDT Wiring Boards (below) here is an LED wiring guide. You may use Common Anode Bi-

Color or Standard On/Off. The wiring boards use the same symmetrical layout as if wiring straight to the switch.  

 

STATUS LED 

 

 
Note: If wiring the LED to our 3PDT board no need to connect S4, S5 & S6 or populate D2 or R28 (CLR) on the 

main board since you are wiring your LED directly to our board.  

Direct Online Link: 3PDT Wiring Board Build Document 

Populated board example: Always use sockets and only solder pots while they are in the enclosure holes so 

you do not have to bend the leads adding stress to make them fit. We have included dual power and ground 

pads for easy combo building. This is a GuitarPCB special feature. 

 

Photo: Potentiometers installed (using enclosure method) with GPCB Non-Static Pot Condoms 

 

   
Drill Template: Drill at your own risk. Print at 300 resolution. 

Drill Tips: Measure your components before selecting a drill bit. We recommend drilling the pot holes, mounting the pots in the 

enclosure, and then soldering the pots to the board. This approach should resolve the issue of the pots not fitting through the holes 

after soldering. We also recommend you make the holes for the pots a little larger than the threads in case you decide to remove 

the board and put it back in during the build, to avoid problems. Use this guide at your own risk. Make sure page scaling is turned off 

when you print this PDF, or the image above may be smaller than expected. Verify everything before drilling. 



Before beginning any build or if you have questions, please see our Guides Page on our site. The Guides Page is located in the Main 

Menu Bar of most pages. Also, we have a dedicated forum for questions about your build. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soldering Tutorial on Youtube 

Need a kit? Check out our authorized worldwide distributors: 

USA – Check out PedalPartsAndKits for all your GuitarPCB kit needs in the USA. 

Europe – Das Musikding Order either boards or kits direct from Europe. 

PedalPartsAustralia - Order either boards or kits direct from Australia 

 

This document, PCB Artwork and Schematic Artwork © GuitarPCB.com. Schematic, PCB and this document by Bruce 

R. and Barry.  All copyrights, trademarks, and artworks remain the property of their owners. Distribution of this 

document is prohibited without written consent from GuitarPCB.com. GuitarPCB.com claims no rights or affiliation to 

those names or owners. 


